
Comments Mike Heap: 1 

 2 
Prior to acceptance in Solid Earth Discussions, I asked the corresponding author to change the 3 
references in accordance to the Solid Earth format. I see that this was not done. This should be 4 
changed. 5 

- Done 6 
 7 
2. The paper is littered with small English mistakes. I find this surprising since I know at least two of 8 
the co-authors are native English speakers. I have corrected some of the grammatical errors in my 9 
comments below.  10 

- Done 11 
 12 

Line 26: “As a consequence of this: : :” 13 

- Done 14 

 15 

Line 29: After “infrared” I would add “temperature” in parentheses. 16 

- Not necessary since it is made clear in line 32 17 

 18 

Line 33: I would be more specific with “larger events”. Are you talking about rockfalls or eruptions? 19 
- “Rockfalls”; done 20 

 21 
Line 37: I prefer “newly-exposed lava dome” to “newly formed cliff”. 22 

- Done 23 
 24 
Line 38: I would mention that it is only a proxy for the seismic energy. 25 

- Done 26 
 27 
Line 52: Do you mean 3850 m? Or 3.850 m? 28 

- Done. “3,850m.” 29 
 30 
Lines 66-74: This paragraph explains that other lava domes around the world are also cyclic. Is this 31 
needed? Can it not be summarised in a sentence? The introduction consistently refers, in great detail, 32 
to other volcanoes. I would focus it a little better. 33 

- Done:“Many other lava domes have shown similar behaviour to Volcán de Colima: Soufrière 34 

Hills on Montserrat, West Indies (Loughlin et al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2010); Mount St. Helens, 35 

USA (Smith et al., 2011); Santiaguito dome, Guatemala (Rose & Pattern, 1972); Mount 36 

Unzen, Japan and Shiveluch, Kamtchatka (Barmin et al., 2002).” 37 

 38 

Line 87: “Varley et al. (2010) studied the events that occurred between February and 39 
September 2005 in detail: : :” 40 

- Done 41 

 42 

Line 99: A recent paper in Solid Earth showed that rocks from Volcán de Colima can quickly regain 43 
their permeability following an explosive event. This should be cited here. Kolzenburg, S., M.J. Heap, 44 
Y. Lavallée, J.K. Russell, P.G. Meredith, and D.B. Dingwell, 2012.Strength and permeability 45 
recovery of tuffisite-bearing andesite. Solid 46 
Earth, 3, 191–198. 47 

- Done 48 

 49 

Line 102: “occurs when magma intrudes into: : :” 50 

- Done 51 



 52 

Line 111: I dislike the word “done” in a scientific paper. There are many instances of 53 
this. I would prefer “performed”, “undertaken”, “implemented”: : :anything but “done”. 54 

- Done; “carried out” 55 

 56 

Line 121: Remove “itself”. 57 

- Done 58 

 59 

Line 125: “The dome category can be classified as between: : :” 60 

- Done 61 

 62 

Line 127: Change “what” to “that”. 63 

- Done 64 

 65 

Line 132: “Lose” not “loose”. 66 

- Done 67 

 68 

Line 133: “Obviously one can trigger the other.” 69 

- Done 70 

 71 

Line 133: Change “at” to “which”. 72 

- Done 73 

 74 

Line 136: Change “slowly growing” to “slow-growing”. 75 

- Done 76 

 77 

Line 137: I would remove “Larger volumina or if larger portions: : :” and replace with “If larger 78 
volumes: : :” 79 

- Done 80 

 81 

Line 139: I was under the impression that a BAF is a type of pyroclastic flow. This sentence implies 82 
that this may not be the case. I would be more specific here. 83 

- The structure has been improved. We changed to the following:“Small volume collapse or 84 
collapse from slow-growing domes will most commonly lead to rockfall events. If larger 85 
volumes from a faster growing dome are affected, pyroclastic density currents may be 86 
generated. In this case a continuum between rockfalls and density currents would be 87 
observed. Generally speaking, the transport properties may change as a response to the 88 
morphology along the path. The deposition of coarse material and/or entrainment of ambient 89 
air will significantly increase the mobility of the density current.” 90 

 91 
Line 139: “Speaking”, not “spoken”. 92 

- Done 93 
 94 
Line 143: Change “this” with “it”. 95 

- Done 96 
 97 
Line 145: This is a bold statement. Is there not a reference for this? 98 

- We think this is really obvious and has already been stated. However, we have rewritten this 99 
sentence: “The effusion rate is a critical parameter for determining the style of activity and 100 
hence the hazards associated with an erupting volcano.” 101 

 102 



Line 153-161: This is another large paragraph describing monitoring at a different volcano. While I 103 
think that such discussion is important, perhaps not in so much detail. 104 
This paragraph begs the question “Can this system work at Colima?” Are the resources in place for 105 
this? 106 

- Paragraph has been shortened and re-written. It is important to know that continuous dome 107 
monitoring is crucial for assessment of the volcano’s activity status. As this paper shows, 108 
monitoring at Volcán de Colima is carried out:“For this reason, continuous monitoring of 109 
dome activity at active volcanoes such as Volcán de Colima is crucial; it provides important 110 
information for hazard mitigation as can be seen at other active volcanoes such as Merapi, 111 
Indonesia (Hort et al., 2006).” 112 

 113 
Line 164: Can you be more specific about what “cigar-shaped” means? What is cigarshaped exactly? 114 

- Done: “Signals were generally symmetric with a slowly increasing amplitude to a peak near 115 
the middle of the event, then a similar slow decrease again.” 116 

 117 
Line 167: By “centred” do you mean “average”? 118 

- Yes, sentence has been rephrased: “Their duration varied between 50 s and more than 200 s 119 
with an average peak frequency of 5 Hz.” 120 

 121 
Line 168: Change “distant” to “from”. 122 

- Done 123 
 124 
Line 170: More detailed discussion describing monitoring at another volcano. I think this type of 125 
discussion should be set in the context of Colima. Can this also be performed at Colima? If not, why 126 
not? I feel that the introduction would benefit from a bit of an overhaul. It lacks focus. 127 

- Passage l. 159 – 172 has been overhauled.  128 
 129 
Line 176: It might be useful to mention that these are in North America. 130 

- Has been removed 131 
 132 
Line 180: Another instance of “done”. Also, do you mean “authors”, not “others”? 133 

- Done. “Performed” instead of “done”. No, we mean “others” 134 
 135 
Line 192: Another instance of “done”. 136 

- Done. Changed to “has been undertaken” 137 
 138 
Line 200: Change “larger” to “higher”. 139 

- Done 140 
 141 
Line 205: Change “being” to “was”. 142 

- Done 143 
 144 
Line 217: You have a paragraph in the previous section that starts with “Several studies have recently 145 
investigated the characteristics of seismicity generated by rockfalls.” I’m confused as to the 146 
organisation of the introduction. Why not group this together? 147 

- Was not grouped together with the previous paragraph as we wanted to have it in this one. 148 
However, it has been rewritten and shortened. 149 

 150 
 151 
 152 
Line 218: Another instance of “done”. Also, I would add “: : :at Volcán de Colima” to the end of this 153 
sentence. 154 

- Sentence has been deleted 155 
 156 



Line 219: Hang on. The first sentence says “: : :limited work on rockfall seismicity has been done”. 157 
The second sentence says “: : :Much of the previous work deals mainly with the seismic analysis of 158 
rockfall or block and ash flow events”. For me, this is an oxymoron. Later you add “Rockfalls at 159 
Volcán de Colima can be readily identified by their seismic signal”. Do we know? Or don’t we know? 160 

- Whole paragraph has been re-written. 161 
 162 
Line 222: “: : :frequency of rockfalls” can also mean their number. Can you reword this to be more 163 
specific please? 164 

- Done; changed to:“…on the analysis of the number of rockfall events…” 165 
 166 
Line 224: Why? 167 

- Done;“A detailed seismic analysis of rockfall signals at Volcán de Colima has not been 168 
included in this paper since it was not necessary for the purpose of our study.” Not sure what 169 
else we can add. 170 

 171 
Line 241: Change “is using” to “uses”. 172 

- Done 173 
 174 
Line 251: Between 1 and 15 what? 175 

- Done; Hz 176 
 177 
Line 253: No need for a capital “V” in volcano. 178 

- Done 179 
 180 
Line 271: What percentage of the total number of rockfalls does this represent? If I look at Figure 10 I 181 
see that there were about 12000 rockfall events at Volcán de Colima between that time. I think it 182 
would be useful to mention this here. And perhaps include 183 
Figure 10 a little earlier in the paper. You should also comment on whether 86 out of 12000 rockfall 184 
events is an appropriate number to sample. How were these 86 chosen exactly? 185 

- We re-arranged this paragraph and made it clear that the 86 rockfall events we used are just 186 
from those 8 field days we had in 2011. The 12,000 rockfalls in Fig. 10 however are from the 187 
whole year of 2010. But we mention this later in the text. 188 

- The 86 rockfalls were used to develop a methodology that allows us to estimate the volume of 189 
a rockfall event. This methodology has then been applied on the 12,000 rockfalls in 2010. We 190 
therefore see no reason to bring Fig. 10 earlier. 191 

- Re-arranged paragraph:“A field campaign at Volcán de Colima was conducted on 8 field days 192 
during March and April 2011 with 86 rockfall events monitored which represents about 7% 193 
of the total number of rockfalls in the mentioned period. Observations were made from a base 194 
about 2.3 km from the volcano to the west, within the Playón, the relatively flat floor of a 195 
collapse caldera (Fig. 1, 2).“ 196 

Line 276: Before and after what? The rockfall event? Be specific. 197 
- Before and after rockfall events;“The volume of individual rockfall events was estimated 198 

through a comparison of sets of high-resolution photos of the dome before and after rockfall 199 
events (Fig. 3).” 200 

 201 
Line 284: How were they “digitally sharpened”? 202 

- Using open source software paintnet;“The raw photos were digitally sharpened by using the 203 
open-source software paintnet, which allowed blocks larger than 20 cm to be easily 204 
recognized and defined.” 205 

 206 
 207 
 208 
 209 



Lines 293-294: What are the errors on “2300 m” and “1050 m”? What impact does this have on the 210 
volume estimate? Doesn’t this also assume that all the rocks are in exactly the same place on the 211 
volcano? 212 

- We recalculated distances. They are now set to 2,225 ± 10 m and 1,020 ± 10 m respectively. 213 
An error of ± 10 m for both values will affect the final rock volume by less than 0.4% and 214 
will be included in our final error calculation. Yes, we are assuming that all rocks are in 215 
exactly the same positions. Changing both distances from 2,300 m and 1,050 m to 2,225m 216 
and 1,020 m meant we had to do a recalculation. Due to this causing only minimum change to 217 
rockfall volumes (< 0.6%), our final magma extrusion rate results were not affected.  218 

- Paragraph has been changed to:“The horizontal distance between observer and dome was 219 
2,225 ± 10 m; the vertical distance was 1,020 ± 10 m. Errors of ± 10 m affect the final result 220 
of the rock volume in question by less than 0.4% and will be consideredin our final error 221 
estimation.” 222 

 223 
Line 299: Remove “itself”. 224 

- Done 225 
 226 
Line 301: Change “supposed to be” to “approximated to”. 227 

- Done 228 
 229 
Line 301: Change “show” to “share”. 230 

- Done 231 
 232 
Line 304: How exactly is “h” measured? How accurate is this? 233 

- Done:“Figure 4a) shows the geometry; l is the real length of the rock, whilst the apparent 234 
length h is measured directly from the photographs (with an average error of 25%, see 235 
discussion).” 236 

 237 

Line 307: Sigma is usually used to denote stress. I would use something else. 238 

- Done, changed to epsilon 239 

 240 

Line 307: Please comment as to the extent that beta and delta are approximately equal. “a” and “b” are 241 
not parallel. So, the bigger the rock, the larger the error. 242 

- Done:“Lines a and b (Fig. 4, b)) are assumed to be parallel for our calculations, however the 243 
deviation from being parallel will increase with rock size resulting in an error term 244 
proportional to size (see discussion for error calculation);” 245 

 246 

Line 309: Helicopter flights are required to assess the geometry of the blocks? This is not such a 247 
cheap method. Since the method is very approximate, is there not an easier solution? What are the 248 
errors if you assume they are spheres? Or cubes? 249 

- We were using photos that have been taken during previous flights. The analysis has now 250 
been carried out and no further flights are required. Anyway, we had the flight data, so why 251 
not use it? Furthermore, at an earlier stage, we had an empirical correlation of rock axes with 252 
Newtons’ gravitational laws included in this paper; as the method of evaluating flight pictures 253 
worked fine for us, we didn’t see a point of including it any further.  254 

- However we slightly changed the sentence to:“Analysis of photos taken during previous 255 
flights has been carried out and no more flights are required.” 256 

 257 
Lines 287-323: I would actually remove the geometrical method to find the real length of the rock. 258 
I’m unconvinced that it’s more accurate, given the assumptions and errors, than just measuring the 259 
length of the rocks from the photographs. The key point here is the average geometry of the blocks. It 260 
would be interesting to see a table with the volume estimates using your 1:2:3 geometry, a sphere, and 261 
a cube. 262 



- We would argue against the need of doing this. We are convinced that our method is not less 263 
accurate than just assuming the rocks are spheres or cubes. Using spheres or cubes will 264 
generate large errors as well.  265 

 266 
Line 328: Do you mean 28000 m2? Or 28 m2? 267 

- Done; 28,000 m
3
 268 

 269 
Line 329: The resolution is 20.25 m2? Your photographs can identify rocks that are 20 cm in 270 
diameter. Will you not miss most of the smaller rockfall activity if you use the thermal camera? 271 

- The thermal cam was not used to identify rockfalls, we knew the exact time of their 272 
occurrence because of our field campaign. Due to this, we were able to measure temperature 273 
differences at the cut off area. Some small rockfalls however show delta T values of 0 274 
degrees. This is of course due to the low resolution of the camera. We however do not base 275 
our final rockfall volume and magma ascent rate calculations on the thermal measurements. 276 
 277 

Line 342: Hang on. “: : :in the case of very small rockfalls (volume of only a few cubic 278 
meters) it was not always possible: : :” The resolution on your thermal images is 20.25 279 
m2, I would suspect that it’s difficult to identify a rock smaller than 100 m in diameter. 280 

- Yes, it is difficult to identify single rocks on thermal images. However we did NOTuse 281 
thermal images to look at rocks, we looked at the cut off area at the dome. The lower 282 
threshold of identifying a delta T was above 1 m

3
. We could not identify rock masses that 283 

small within the thermal images. But we knew the position on the dome where the rockfalls 284 
occurred and analysed the appropriatepixel(s) with Irbis (thermal image analysis software). 285 
We had two rockfalls of a very small size (1-2 m

3
) generating a delta T of 1⁰C and 2⁰C. 286 

Significantly larger delta Ts were then reached at a lower rockfall volume threshold of 6 m
3
. 287 

(delta T > 10⁰C) 288 
 289 
Line 349: Remove “in the end”. 290 

- Done 291 
 292 
Lines 359-363: I read through this text and looked at the pictures numerous times, and 293 
I still can’t figure out what’s going on. Firstly, are you sure that you’re following the correct rock? 294 
The rock in C1 is at 106 _C. As it rolls down the slope (since there is no time difference between the 295 
pictures we will have to take your word that it is “during” the rockfall event) it is now 402 _C (even 296 
though this temperature does not appear on the scale). How did it get hotter? Following the rockfall 297 
event the temperature in C1 is now 305 _C. However, could this not be the very hot rock next to C1 in 298 
panel “b”? Perhaps this is the one that fell? Panel “c”, for me, shows that the rock broke into many 299 
pieces during its descent. However, there is no discussion of this in the paper. Did you observe the 300 
rocks breaking? How would this impact your volume estimates? In conclusion, I’m not convinced of 301 
the worth of the thermal imagery. First, this is a specialist tool. Second, the resolution isn’t as high as 302 
the photography. Third, it seems difficult to be sure what’s going on (unless you have corresponding 303 
photographs). Further, in Figures 5 and 6 you have temperature data for suspiciously low volume 304 
rocks. How accurate is this? 305 

- Answer: In C1, the focus is not on a rock but on the area of the dome where rockfalls are 306 
generated. Hence, the temperature of 106°C is the average dome surface temperature in this 307 
area. Temperatures of rockmasses in b) CII are that high as hot material from the dome 308 
interior is now exposed in these rockmasses. In c) CI, temperature is that high as material 309 
from the dome interior is now exposed to air. Dome interior has changed to become dome 310 
surface. 311 

- Yes, rocks usually always broke up into many pieces during their descent. This should not 312 
have any effect on our volume calculations, as these are based on photographs taken before 313 
each event. 314 



- The smaller the rockfall volume becomes, the less accurate is the relation to temperature 315 
difference. For large rockfalls, there seems to be a linear correlation between temperature and 316 
rockfall volume, however, this is not the case for small events. 317 

- The thermal data is an extra element to compare; the ONLY method for rockfall volume 318 
estimation being considered is the calibration of the seismicity using the photographs.  319 

- See also our abstract:“[…] It was therefore possible to calibrate the seismic signals using the 320 
volumes estimated from photographs, and the count of rockfalls over a certain period was 321 
used to estimate the magma extrusion flux for the period investigated. […]” 322 
 323 

Lines 375-380: Please discuss this method in more detail. This energy is the energy of the received 324 
waveform and assumes that attenuation is equal for each event (big ones, small ones, near ones, far 325 
ones). 326 

- Paragraph has been re-arranged; 327 
- “The seismic investigation of rockfalls, however, brought an additional challenge: the fact 328 

that some rockfalls occur together with small eruptive events, leading to the superposition of 329 
the rockfall and eruption signals. 15 out of the 23 events with their volume estimated using 330 
photographs, however, did not coincide with an eruption, allowing straightforward analysis 331 
of the seismic signal. 332 
Because rockfall signals are complex, it is not possible to calculate precisely the 333 
corresponding energy release. Thus we used the integral of the associated signal squared, – 334 
or the sum of the squares of the samples multiplied by the sampling interval, as a proxy of the 335 
energy release. Analysis and calculations were carried out with the Matlab package 336 
Seismo_volcanalysis (Lesage, 2009). Fig. 8 shows a typical seismic rockfall signal of Volcán 337 
de Colima together with its spectrogram.” 338 
 339 

Line 389: So, the bigger the rock, the larger the temperature difference between the external surface 340 
and the surface in contact with the dome? Nowhere is this simple relationship described. Does it make 341 
sense? 342 

- Done. Yes; “This result implies a relationship between the rockfall size and either the area 343 
exposed of the hot dome interior, or the depth into the dome uncovered, where higher 344 
temperatures would be expected. Due to the large pixel size it is impossible to determine 345 
which of the two possibilities explains the temperature rise, but it would have been dependent 346 
upon the geometry of the displaced rocks.” 347 

 348 
Line 426: Why March? 349 

- This is the month with most field data collected. Line has been added in paper: “In the second 350 
method, individual seismic energies E’ were estimated for March 2011 events, during which 351 
most field data was obtained.” 352 

 353 
Line 428: I would describe this as a “proxy for the energy of the received signal”. 354 

- Done:“After analysing and comparing the results of the two methods, it appears that the 355 
estimated proxy for the energy of the signal E’ is much more accurate.” 356 

 357 
Line 441: “20 C”. 358 

- Done 359 
 360 
Line 448: Change “can” to “could”. 361 

- Done 362 
 363 
Line 459: I thought this was the discussion. I think this section on extrusion rate should form the first 364 
subsection of the discussion section. 365 

- We wanted to show this in this chapter as it is about magma extrusion rate; for this reason we 366 
briefly want to show and explain our results 367 

 368 
Line 472: I would reword the start of this sentence. 369 



- Done: “Plotting volume versus duration produces a R
2
 value of 0.8; for this analysis, nine 370 

days of observation in March 2011 were used.” 371 
 372 
Line 474: What is “D”? The duration? 373 

- Yes, see text: “As a result of applying Eqn. 4, we get Eqn. 5 which allows the constraint of 374 
the volume of eruption related rockfalls using their duration D:” 375 

 376 
Lines 480-481: “21,000 m3”, 20.000 m3”. I assume the authors mean “20 000 m3”. Can this be 377 
corrected? 378 

- Done 379 
 380 
Line 487: I can’t see how this method is more accurate. Can the authors elaborate? 381 

- Not believe to be necessary. The text should now clarify that it is clearly more accurate to 382 
apply the methodology to the seismic raw data rather than to divide into 3 groups. 383 

 384 
Line 494: Can you add a sentence describing whether this small subset of the total number of rockfall 385 
events is representative? 386 

- Done: “Of 86 rockfalls recorded visually, 23 were suitable for volume estimates. This can be 387 
regarded as representative for several reasons: the full range of rockfall sizes is covered 388 
(between 1 m

3
and almost 200 m

3
); rockfall numbers correspond to between 20% and 60% of 389 

the entire day count during the 12 field days, carried out during a phase of high rockfall 390 
activity. Data was then used for comparison with other measured parameters.” 391 

 392 
 393 
Line 502: You mean 1 mm on the picture? 394 

- Yes; “For our calculations, we assumed an error of 3° for the slope angle, 1 mm on the 395 
before rockfall pictures (20 cm true length) for the length of individual rock axes (in the 396 
zoomed photograph) and taking into account that rocks are usually not all parallelepiped.” 397 

 398 
Line 517: How exactly was 35% calculated? 399 

- We did several calculations and numerical simulations and assumed following errors: 400 
o Error of 1mm when measuring rock lengths on photographs affects rockfall volume 401 

by 25% 402 
o Error in dome slope angle of ± 3° affects rockfall volume by 12% 403 
o Error in horizontal and vertical distances between Playón and dome affects rockfall 404 

volume by 0.4% 405 
o Error of assuming rocks being cuboids affects the rockfall volume by 13% 406 
o Error arising by the minimum detectable rocksize (< 20 cm axis length) affects 407 

rockfall volume by 3% 408 
o Error in the proxy estimation of seismic energy could affect the volume by another 409 

16% 410 

-  final error:  25^2 +  12^2 +  0.4^2 +  13^2 +  3^2 +  16^2   =  35  411 
-  final error: 35% 412 
- We added a line: “After consideration of all possible error sources, a maximum possible 413 

relative error of 35% in the magma extrusion rate has been determined by calculation of the 414 
root mean square of combined relative errors.” 415 

 416 
Line 526: What estimate did Lavallée et al. (2012) provide? 417 

- 0.02 m
3
s

-1
 418 

 419 
Line 531: The authors should comment on whether this method can be applied to other volcanoes 420 
worldwide. 421 



- Done, “With similar conditions, that is the possibility of close-up rockfall observation, and a 422 
suitably closely located seismic station, the methodology presented here should be adaptedto 423 
other volcanoes.” 424 

 425 
Line 566: I feel that the end of the discussion requires a sentence akin to “While we appreciate these 426 
obvious flaws, we contend that our practical and simple method provides a reliable approximation for 427 
the magma extrusion rate at volcanoes that continuously shed their lava dome through rockfall: : :” 428 

- Done: “ [...] While we appreciate these obvious flaws, we contend that our practical and 429 
simple method provides a reliable approximation for the magma extrusion rate at volcanoes 430 
that continuously shed their lava dome through rockfall activities..” 431 

 432 
Figure 6: By “Cut Off Temperature” do you mean delta T? 433 

- Yes; caption has been changed to:“Relationship of rockfall volume and temperature 434 
difference ΔT measured at the area of origin; R

2
 is 0.88.” 435 

 436 
Figure 8: What is the scale on the y-axis of “a”? Amplitude? 437 

- Yes, Figure has been corrected 438 
 439 
 440 
Figure 11: Remove the commas in the y-axis. And in the figure caption. 441 

- Done  442 
 443 
Figure 12: The energy proxy is now called “Es”. And the units are different. Remove the commas in 444 
the y-axis 445 

- Done  446 
  447 



Comments Silvio de Angelis 448 
 449 
1. How have seismic data been analysed? It would be nice if details of seismic data processing were 450 
provided in one place. For instance, what type of filtering is applied to the data and why. Why seismic 451 
units are "seismic network counts" rather than m, m/s, or m/s**2? This is trivial data processing but it 452 
would help comparison with other volcanoes. 453 

- No extensive seismic analysis has been carried out as it was not necessary for the purpose of 454 
this paper. Before seismic raw data was processed with the Seismo_volcanalysis toolbox as 455 
described in the paper, data was filtered with a highpass filter to remove oceanic noise. Lower 456 
corner frequency was set to 1 Hz. 457 

- Conversion from counts to m/s has been carried out, Eq. 4 has been changed respectively 458 
- Line has been added: “With V in m

3
 and E’ calculated from seismic velocity (in ms

-1
). This 459 

analysis was only possible for rockfalls without simultaneous eruptive or ash-venting events. 460 
A range of E’ from 0.007– 0.6 was obtained for rockfalls analysed in this study.” 461 

 462 
 463 
2. The issue of saturation of the seismic signal (short-period, 16-bit stations) for larger events should 464 
be discussed as most of the methods discussed in this paper could not be applied if seismic signals 465 
become "clipped". 466 

- None of the rockfall signals of the seismic raw data has been saturated, not even for the 467 
largest rockfall events. 468 

 469 
3. Was any attempt made to calibrate the seismic energy based methods using different seismic 470 
stations? This would be a nice addendum to the paper, and relatively quick to perform. It would be 471 
interesting if it could be verified that relations similar to those found for EZV4 hold true at other 472 
stations. Calibrating the method for use with other seismic stations is crucial as the authors propose 473 
the technique as a monitoring tool. It would be appropriate, before stating the good potential of the 474 
technique as a monitoring tool, to assess such potential in all respects. 475 
Please, be aware that calibrating the method for other seismic stations requires: 476 
- Considering site amplification (e.g. using spectral ratio of coda of regional earthquakes) 477 
- Considering path effects (distance/frequency dependent signal attenuation) 478 

- No attempts have yet been made. In the interests of length it was decided to limit the seismic 479 
analysis for this paper. It is being considered for a future paper. 480 

 481 
4. It would be nice to see one of the signals that have are not used because coincident with explosive 482 
events. Is there anything that can be done to "deconstruct" these waveforms to separate the explosion 483 
part (likely a VLP signal) from the mass wasting phenomena (likely in the 3-9 Hz band)? 484 

- Again, this would be in a future paper. 485 
 486 
Why does the frequency domain representation of the seismic signal allow precise determination of 487 
the rockfall duration? Rockfalls are pretty obvious in the time domain too, and they some of the 488 
easiest signals to identify from visual inspection. 489 

- we used frequency domain only for signals that were superimposed by eruption signals 490 
 491 
Some of the references in the text are not exact. E.G. Ryan, 2010 should be Ryan et al., 2010. There 492 
are a few others in the text. Please, revise and fix. 493 

- Done 494 
 495 
- Abstract. Remove the bit about hazard management. Not really relevant here. The results in this 496 
paper do not provide an actual, immediate, tool for immediate hazard assessment and (risk) 497 
management. 498 

- Done 499 
 500 
- page 4, lines 18-19. Is this relevant to the paper? 501 



- No, has been rephrased:“This represented the most intense period of activity since the 1913 502 
Plinian eruption.” 503 

 504 
 505 
page 4, line 23. What are small aspect ratio bodies? Wide and relatively flat? Explain further. 506 

- Has been rephrased: “At high viscosities, the erupted magma tends to remain close to the vent 507 
rather than forming lava flows, leading to relatively tall extrusions. The shape of a dome is 508 
controlled by the interplay of ascent rate (affecting the cooling history and thereby the 509 
viscosity) and magma properties (composition, bubble and crystal content, each affecting the 510 
rheological properties).” 511 

 512 
- page 5, lines 28-29. Rephrase. The word "dome" used 5 times in the same sentence. 513 

- Done 514 
 515 
page 6, line 6. The equations cited do not seem to exist. 516 

- Corrected. They did not exist, was an error. 517 
 518 
- page 12, line 2. Give details of sharpening and/or other digital imaging processing procedure. This 519 
seems necessary as the authors state that sharpening allows resolving details down to 20 cm ("blocks 520 
larger than 20 cm"). From the text seems that sharpening is necessary. If this is the case, it should be 521 
explained how it was performed. 522 

- Sharpening allowed us a more precise evaluation of our image data. We used the open source 523 
software paintnet. 524 

- Sentence has been rephrased: “The raw photos were digitally sharpened by using the open-525 
source software paintnet, which allowed blocks larger than 20 cm to be easily recognized and 526 
defined.” 527 

 528 
 529 
  530 



Comments anonymous referee #1 531 
 532 
There is no mention of the effect of weather on rockfall activity. It is intuitive that the stability of the 533 
dome will be influenced by very heavy rain and observations support this at Montserrat. I don’t think 534 
this need affect the validity of this work but it would be interesting if the authors addressed the issue. 535 
Was any weather data collected? Was there anecdotal evidence of increased rockfall numbers during 536 
tropical storms? Should rockfall numbers from these times be excluded from statistics or is the 537 
assumption that they would have happened anyway over the next few days? 538 

- There is weather data collected at Colima. Rain will certainly affect stability of the dome and 539 

influence rockfall events. This might result in the rockfall occurring earlier in time but since 540 

there was active effusion an increase in the number and magnitude of events is unlikely for 541 

this region of the dome. Of course phreatic activity is generally more likely during the rainy 542 

season and could largely affect rockfall frequency and intensity; however, Volcán de Colima 543 

shows no evidence of having a hydrothermal system and the edifice is generally well-drained. 544 

- We added some lines: “Also severe weather conditions such as intense rainfall can influence 545 

gravitational stability of a dome. Rainwater can infiltrate cracks and build up pressure by 546 

vaporization (e.g. Taron et al., 2007). This might result in the rockfall occurring earlier in 547 

time but since there was active effusion at Volcán de Colima, an increase in the total volume 548 

of material involved in rockfalls is unlikely. We cannot rule out a variation in the magnitude-549 

frequency distribution of rockfall events, but this should not affect effusion rate estimates.” 550 

In section 5.3 it would be interesting to discuss the possibility of using the rockfall signals that 551 
coincide with eruptive events. This would increase the number of usable events and might be possible 552 
using a filter if the seismicity associated with the eruptive behaviour is long period, as suggested on 553 
page 18. If all the rockfall signals were filtered similarly then the ratio found between E’ and V may 554 
well be preserved. If not it would be interesting to know. This would be a better method than the 555 
duration relation, if it worked. 556 

- Yes, there certainly is the scope for further seismic analysis but in the interests of length, this 557 
will be considered for a future paper  558 

 559 
In section 5.3 or elsewhere the problem of saturation should be explicitly discussed. 560 
Energy estimations are going to be next to useless for the most significant events if these become 561 
large. Perhaps could use the nearest broadband instrument or install better telemetry at EZV4? The 562 
dependence upon a single station could also be a problem if this is proposed as a monitoring tool. 563 
Could briefly mention the possibility of calibrating other stations retrospectively using data from 564 
EZV4 if this station was down. 565 

- None of the rockfall signals of the seismic raw data has been saturated, not even the largest 566 
rockfall events. 567 

 568 
Equation numbers are not correct. Equation numbers in the text have no corresponding equations 569 
while those equations shown have numbers that are not referred to anywhere. 570 

- Done  571 
 572 
References to Varley et al 2010 need to say whether they are to 2010a or 2010b. 573 

- Done 574 
 575 
Should be a reference to a paper describing the RESCO network. 576 

- We don’t think a reference is needed. However we changed the sentence to: “For accurate 577 
rockfall monitoring at Volcán de Colima the seismic network RESCO (Red Sismológico de 578 
Colima) is sufficient.” 579 

 580 
4:1 Rose > Rose and Pattern 581 

- Done 582 



 583 
4:8 Ryan > Ryan et al 584 

- Done 585 
 586 
4:11 Smith > Smith et al 587 

- Done 588 
 589 
4:23 Not sure what small aspect ratio means - perhaps better to describe shape that is meant. 590 

- Done; has been rephrased, see comments above 591 
 592 
5:21 no need for though 593 

- Done 594 
 595 
5:23 no need for itself 596 

- Done 597 
 598 
6:1 no be 599 

- Done 600 
 601 
6:10 perhaps state more clearly that there is a continuum between rockfalls and density Currents 602 

- Done; “Small volume collapse or collapse from slow-growing domes will most commonly 603 
lead to rockfall events. If larger volumes from a faster growing dome are affected, pyroclastic 604 
density currents may be generated. In this case a continuum between rockfalls and density 605 
currents would be observed. Generally speaking, the transport properties may change as a 606 
response to the morphology along the path. The deposition of coarse material and/or 607 
entrainment of ambient air will significantly increase the mobility of the density current.” 608 

 609 
7:2 Hort et al 2006 not 2005 610 

- Done 611 
 612 
10:3 Shearer, 2009 missing 613 

- Done 614 
 615 
10:11 Arambula>Arumbula-Mendoza 616 

- Done 617 
 618 
10:22 Hutchinson et al 2013 not 2012 619 

- Done 620 
 621 
11:12 of > from 622 

- Done 623 
 624 
13:17 not sure what hr is doing there 625 

- hr is part of the full model name of the thermal camera we used 626 
 627 
14:27 looks from the numbers as if C1 is masked by ash from lower down but C2 isn’t. 628 

- yes, in b) C1 is masked by ash. However this does not influence our results as we didn’t use 629 
this stage of the rockfall for our evaluations. 630 

- A line was added: “In picture b), C1 and C2 show relatively low temperatures due to the ash 631 
generation during the rockfall event which disturbs temperature recording of the thermal 632 
cam.” 633 

 634 
 635 
 636 



Calder et al 1999 not in text Cortes et al 2010 not in text Marquez et al 1999 not in textSaucedo et al 637 
2010 not in text 638 

- Done 639 
 640 
Figure 5 would be more useful if zoomed into top of dome. 641 

- Already has a reasonable large zoom. We chose this zoom level to show the rock fall trace in 642 
c). Also, more zoom would make the picture pixelated due to low resolution of thermal cam 643 
(640x480) compared to photographs. 644 

 645 
Figure 6 Cut off temperature should be temperature difference. 646 

- done 647 
 648 

 649 
 650 

 651 
 652 
 653 


